Whitpain Township in Montgomery County recently passed a billboard ordinance which placed limitations on billboard content, prohibiting them from advertising "any adult or sexually oriented businesses or materials, containing any obscene or profane language."

Villanova University canceled a workshop on personal narrative by a 'gay' performance artist. Tim Miller, once dubbed the "patron saint of the gay performance world" said his workshops focus on personal narrative and the students guide the direction they take but topics often include faith, sexuality, self and truth. Bryn Mawr College has since scheduled Miller’s workshop.

City of Philadelphia must pay the Cradle of Liberty Scout Council (COLBSA) $877,000 in legal fees from the city's failed attempt in federal court to evict the Scouts from their Philadelphia headquarters. Mayor Nutter’s office and COLBSA had reached an agreement in November 2010, but homosexual activists quickly pressured City Council to reject it.

The Faith and Reproductive Justice Leadership Institute was launched by the Faith Initiative at the Center for American Progress. It "will provide new and seasoned leaders with the resources they need to be effective faith advocates for women's reproductive health." Needless to say they don't see a problem with the contraceptive mandate!

AFA of PA encourages Christians, through education, to become involved in pro-family issues in their community, state and the nation. We are a non-profit organization that is totally dependent upon financial gifts from our supporters. You can give online here. Follow us Twitter & Facebook.